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ABSTRACT

Objectives: We longitudinally observed and assessed the impact of the operating room (OR) staff movements and door openings on surrogates of the exogenous infectious risk using a new technology system.

Design and setting: This multicentre observational study included 13 ORs from 10 hospitals, performing planned cardiac and orthopaedic surgery (total hip or knee replacement). Door openings during the surgical procedure were determined from data collected by inertial sensors fixed on the doors. Intraoperative staff movements were captured by a network of eight infra-red cameras. For each surgical procedure, 3 microbiological air counts, longitudinal particles counts, and one bacteriological sample of the wound before skin closure were performed. Statistics were performed using linear mixed model for longitudinal data.

Results: We included 34 orthopaedic and 25 cardiac procedures. The median frequency of door openings from incision to closure was independently associated with an increased $\log_{10} 0.3 \, \mu$m particle ($\beta: 0.03, \text{SD: 0.01, p=0.01}$) and air microbial count ($\beta: 0.07, \text{SD: 0.03, p=0.03}$), but not significantly correlated with the wound contamination before closure ($r=0.13, p=0.32$). The number of persons ($\beta: -0.08, \text{SD: 0.03, p<0.01}$), and the cumulated movements by the surgical team ($\beta: 0.0004, \text{SD: 0.0005, p<0.01}$) were associated with $\log_{10} 0.3 \, \mu$m particle counts.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated a previously-missing association between intraoperative staff movements and surrogates of the exogenous SSI risk. Restriction of staff movements and door openings should be considered for the control of the intraoperative exogenous infectious risk.
INTRODUCTION

Surgical site infections (SSI) are the most common hospital-acquired infections among surgical patients, the leading cause of hospital readmission after surgery with a major financial burden.\textsuperscript{1,2} It is generally accepted that the contamination of the surgical wound mainly occurs at the time of surgical procedure in the operating room (OR), eventually leading to SSI. Main routes of microbial entry into an open clean surgical wound include from the patient's skin or the surgical staff, by airborne microbes and by contaminated surgical instruments.\textsuperscript{3}

The literature suggests an impact of surgical team behavior on the air microbial contamination and the SSI risk.\textsuperscript{4} Door openings have been demonstrated to adversely affect air exchange, air quality, and positive pressure in the OR, affecting the air microbial contamination in the OR.\textsuperscript{5} Current guidelines do not include specific recommendations regarding the best OR staff behavior (except for clothing rules and hand hygiene) to decrease the exogenous risk of SSI.\textsuperscript{6,7} New technologies using motion capture systems present an opportunity to objectively and continuously assess the global OR staff dynamics and behavior during surgical intervention in OR.\textsuperscript{8}

This study aimed to objectively describe and assess staff behaviors in the OR and their variability by recording staff movements using a motion tracking system and door openings detection system, and to assess correlations between movements of the OR personnel and the SSI risk, as approximated by surrogates of the exogenous infectious risk, in a panel of ORs from two clean surgical specialties.
METHODS

Population and location of the study

This observational multicenter study was carried out at 10 facilities (five university hospitals, five private hospitals) located in France, and a convenience sample of 13 ORs, six in cardiac surgery and seven in orthopedic surgery. Procedures requiring full median sternotomy and total hip (THR) and knee replacement (TKR) were included. The population observed was formed of OR personals and any other person likely to enter the OR during surgical procedure. At the preoperative stage, patients were informed orally by surgeons, anesthetists or infection control specialists of the ongoing study and an information letter was systematically given. A waiver of informed consent was granted for patient. However, consents were obtained from the OR members. The study was approved by an ethics committee.

System of motion capture

A technology of motion capture based on a video tracking system was adapted for the objective, continued and prolonged detection and characterization of movements in the OR. A network of eight video cameras (VICON-Bonita®, Vicon - Los Angeles, USA) was fixed upright to the wall using suction cup supports. Markers placed on the surgical caps/hoods of each person entering the OR were located in 3D using the Vicon Tracker software® by a method of spatial triangulation. 68 LEDs situated on each camera produced an infrared light reflected by hemispherical markers and acquired by the optic. The detection of the same marker by different
cameras allows its three-dimensional (3D) positioning. The motion capture was performed by a continuous tracking of reflective markers placed on the surgical caps/hoods of each person entering the OR.

Different markers distinguished different professional categories: surgeons, anesthesiologists (doctors, nurse and extracorporeal circulation personal), OR nurses and others (including visitors). A study coordinator holding a marker stayed in the OR during the procedures moving only for the sampling and to provide technical assistance.

Two autonomous wireless inertial sensors (HiKoB FOX®, HiKoB - Villeurbanne, France) were fixed on each door of the OR and synchronized with the motion tracking system. Door openings were determined offline based on data collected by the inertial sensors.

The motion tracking system stayed during one week in the same OR to get people used to it and to take into account potential behavioral modifications due to the Hawthorne effect. Data acquisition started at skin incision and continued until wound closure. Door openings sensors were kept in a sample of OR for one additional week after removal of video camera. OR staff was not informed of the persistence of doors sensors. Thus, the comparison of the frequency of door openings during and after removal of the motion tracking system allowed estimating the impact of the Hawthorne effect.

**Surrogates of the infectious risk**

Microbiological air counts were measured using an impactor air sampler (Air-test Omega, LCB, La Salle France) at a flow rate of 100 L/min for 5 min (500 L) on trypticase soy agar (BioMerieux, France), which was then incubated for four days at 30°C. Air counts were
expressed as colony-forming units (CFU) per $m^3$. Samples were taken at the time of skin incision, 15 min after bone cut (sternum or femur) and at wound closure.

Particle count (HandiLaz® Mini, Boulder, CO, USA) was performed using a photodetection device continuously from incision to wound closure. The particle analyzer sampled for 1 min every 5 min from the patient entry to exit from the OR at a rate of 28.3 L/min (1.0 ft$^3$/min). Particles were classified by diameter into 3 sizes: 0.3 µm, 0.5 µm and 5 µm. Both particle and microbiological air counts were performed at the patient’s head.

A sample from the operated wound was performed before closure and prior to antiseptic aspersion. We used the sampling method previously described using sterile pads of polyamide-polyester-viscose placed on subcutaneous tissue for 1 min. Microorganisms were extracted by vortexing the pads in phosphate buffer (PBS) with Tween 80 at 2% and lecithin at 0.3% (Hyphen BioMed, Neuville sur Oise, France). For each pad, an aliquot of 0.5 ml of phosphate buffer was cultured on blood agar after 48 h of aerobic and anaerobic incubation, and colonies were counted without further identification.

**Data collection**

Information was collected on: (i) the surgical procedure, including the surgical specialty, procedure and technique used, incision time, preselected procedure periods described above and closure time; (ii) surgical environment characteristics, including type of air filtration, either laminar airflow (LAF) or turbulent, air changes per h, positive pressure and the class of air cleanliness for airborne particulate level (ISO 14644). The architecture of the OR was also collected, including size and volume.
Statistical analysis

The results of particle counts were $\log_{10}$ transformed. Numbers of CFU cultured from wounds in aerobic and anaerobic media were added up and computed to obtain the number of CFU per square centimeter of wounds. Results of the wound culture were categorized into 3 classes: negative culture, 1-10, and $>$10 CFU/100 cm$^2$. Microbiologic air counts were also categorized into the following 3 different classes: negative, 1-10, and $>$10 CFU/m$^3$. These stratifications were performed using the 25th and the 75th percentiles distributions. Continuous variables were compared using Mann–Whitney and proportion using Chi-square tests, as appropriate.

To determine potential risk factors for an increase of particles and air microbial counts, univariate linear mixed models for longitudinal data with a random intercept for each intervention and each OR and a random slope for time were used. The covariance structure « unstructured » were used for the random effects. The Satterthwaite method was used to compute the denominator degrees of freedom for the tests of fixed effects. Behaviors observed (numbers of door openings, number of persons, the total movements by persons) during the five minutes period before the particle count (corresponding to the period between two particle counts) was considered to estimate associations. This time period was pragmatically selected to consider the quasi-instantaneous impact of door openings on the positive pressure and airflow in the OR, and to leave enough time to get explicative events. (e.g. door openings)
Significant variables at 0.1 were selected for the multivariate model. A backward selection was used on the multivariate model. Conditional studentized residuals were checked. A sub analysis was performed on interventions with video data to precisely evaluate the effect of number of persons and staff movements on increase of particles\(^{14}\).

The same method was applied to determine potential risk factors for an increase of air microbial count. Unlike the previous model, only 3 measures of air microbial count were done. Behaviors observed between the patient’s arrival and the first measure, the first and the second measure and the second and the third measure were considered to estimate associations. (Appendix Figure A1) SAS version 9.3 statistical software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used to perform all analyses.

RESULTS

General data

A total of 62 surgical procedures were observed from the 14\(^{th}\) May to the 20\(^{th}\) December 2013. Three procedures were excluded due to an incomplete data collection, leading to the inclusion of 59 procedures (25 in cardiac and 34 in orthopedic surgery) for the door openings assessment. Data on intraoperative staff movements were comprehensively collected during 34 of the 59 procedures (Figure 1).

The architecture of the 13 participating ORs was characterized by a median surface of 42 (IQR, 36-47) m\(^2\), including a median of 2 doors (range 1 to 5). The air ventilation system was
turbulent in 8/13 ORs (6/7 in cardiac surgery and 2/6 in orthopedic surgery). The median baseline
air renewal was 53 (45-64) changes per hour, with a median positive pressure of 19 (12-33) Pa.

In cardiac surgery, only the first procedure of the day in the OR was included, whereas in
orthopedic surgery 19 procedures were in 1\textsuperscript{st} position, 11 in 2\textsuperscript{nd} and 4 in 3\textsuperscript{rd} position during the
same day. In orthopedic surgery, the median duration (IQR) from patient entry to exit and from
incision to closure was 2.5 h (2.3-1.1) and 1.3 h (1.1-1.8), respectively. In cardiac surgery, the same
figures were 5.1 h (4.7-6.2) and 3.5 h (3.4-3.3), respectively (Table 1).

**Surrogates of the infectious risk**

The median Log\textsubscript{10} of 0.3 \(\mu\)m, 0.5 \(\mu\)m and 5 \(\mu\)m of the 1747 particle counts performed
measured during the 59 procedures are displayed in supplementary Table S1 and Figure 2A. The
counts of 0.3 \(\mu\)m particles varied according to ORs and procedures. The Log\textsubscript{10} of 0.3 \(\mu\)m varied
according to ORs and procedures, with a mean in ORs with LAF of 6.8 (SD, 1) and 6.8 (SD, 0.9)
during orthopedic procedures. These values were consistently below those observed in ORs with
turbulent ventilation systems (mean, 7.2; SD, 0.9) and during cardiac surgery (mean, 7.3; SD,
0.9) (p<0.01) (Appendix Figure A2).

The median (IQR) air microbial count at three moments in all 59 procedures was 3 (0-8)
CFUs per m\textsuperscript{3}. Among the 177 air samples, 50 (28%) were sterile, 90 (51%) carried 1 to 10 CFUs/
m\textsuperscript{3} and 37 (21%) >10 CFUs/ m\textsuperscript{3}. For this last category, the median number of CFUs in air
sampling was 21 (14-29, range 11-47) per m\textsuperscript{3}, 33/37 in cardiac surgery and 35/37 in OR with a
turbulent ventilation system.

Among the 59 cultures of wound samples, 33 (56% of patients) were sterile, 18 (30%) had
1 to 10 CFUs/100 cm\textsuperscript{2} and 8 (14%) had >10 CFUs/100 cm\textsuperscript{2}. Wounds in orthopedic surgery were
significantly less contaminated at closure than in cardiac surgery (24 vs 9 sterile cultures; 9 vs 11 with 1 to 10 CFUs/100 cm² and 0 vs 6 with >10 CFUs/100 cm², respectively) (p=0.002).

**Door openings**

Among the 59 procedures observed, the median (IQR) frequency of 19.4 (13.9-25.5) openings per hour, with large variation across ORs (Table 1 and Figure 2B). Doors of aseptic preparation rooms were the most frequently opened and door openings were mainly generated by the anesthetics team and persons not directly involved in the procedure (i.e. assistant nurse or visitors).

During the 34 orthopedic procedures, the median (IQR) frequency was 14.8 (12.2-21.2) openings per hour from incision to skin closure. Doors stayed opened a cumulated duration of 4.2 (2.6-10.8) minutes, corresponding to 6% (3.1-10.4) of the incision-to-closure period. During the 25 cardiac procedures, the median frequency of openings was 23.4 (19.7-30) per hour from incision to closure. The cumulated duration of openings was 13.1 (10.7-21.3) minutes, corresponding to 7.3% (5.3-10.6) of the operating time.

The median frequency of door openings observed after the removal of the video tracking system was 36.6 (33.3-42.6) per hour from patient entry to exit vs 34.5 (23.6-48.8) per hour in presence of the cameras in the OR (p=0.5) (Appendix Table A2).

**Number of persons and staff movements**
Among the 34 procedures (19 orthopedic and 15 cardiac) with the recording of intraoperative staff movements, the median (IQR) number of persons present from incision to skin closure was 10 (8-11) (Table 1). The median (IQR) cumulated time spent by individuals in the OR during a single procedure was 1.7 h (1.1-2.4). The Figure 2C displays the disparities of movements by specialty and OR. The cumulated movements by the entire team from incision to skin closure for one surgical procedure represented 12.1 (11.5-14) kilometers. Each member of the team walked in median 373 (324-461) meters from incision to skin closure in orthopedic surgery and 832 (629 - 877) meters in cardiac surgery.

**Impact of behaviors on the surrogates of the exogenous infectious risk**

The multivariate linear model performed on door openings collected during the 59 procedures, found a significant positive link between the $\log_{10} 0.3 \, \mu m$ particle counts and the number of door openings per period of 5 minutes ($\beta$: 0.03, SD: 0.01, p=0.01). In other words, one door opening during the 5 minutes preceding the particle sampling raised the $\log_{10} 0.3 \, \mu m$ particles by 0.03.

The turbulent airflow and the number of door openings per period were associated with an increased air microbial count ($\beta$: 8.57, SD: 3.74, p=0.04; $\beta$: 0.07, SD: 0.03, p=0.03; respectively) (Table 2).

The frequency of door openings and the mean of air bacterial counts from the incision to skin closure period was positively but not significantly correlated with the wound contamination before closure ($r=0.13$, p=0.32 and $r=0.15$, p=0.22, respectively).
The multivariate analysis performed on the 34 procedures with data on staff movements showed a significant association between the cumulated movements by the surgical team (β: 0.003, SD: 0.0004, p<0.01) and the Log\textsubscript{10} 0.3 μm particle counts (Table 3 Model 1). A sub-analysis was performed to assess the relationship between the number of persons and their cumulated movements on the Log\textsubscript{10} 0.3 μm particle counts. The inverse correlation found between both variables informs of the greater impact of staff movements on the Log\textsubscript{10} 0.3 μm particle counts compared to the number of persons (Table 3 Model 2).

The univariate analysis of Log\textsubscript{10} 0.5 and 5 μm particle counts were significantly associated with the cumulated movements by team during the 5-minute period (β: 0.003, SD: 0.0004, p<0.001; β: 0.003, SD: 0.0005, p<0.001; respectively), but not with the number of persons. The non-validation of statistical assumptions (residuals not normally distributed) did not allowed to interpret the multivariate analysis.
DISCUSSION

Door openings and staff movements appeared highly heterogeneous varying approximately 4-fold according to ORs and procedures in each specialty. Both had a significant impact on the air contamination by particles and microorganisms during procedures. The cumulated movements by the surgical team significantly affected the Log$_{10}$ 0.3, 0.5 and 5µm particle counts. This association was confirmed in the multivariate analysis for Log$_{10}$ 0.3µm particle counts. The results of the multivariate model for Log$_{10}$ 0.5 and 5µm particle counts were not interpretable due to the non-normal distribution of the residuals.

The variability of behaviors observed despite comparable procedures, may be explained either by the case-mix, a lapse in the discipline of individuals or teams, or by the OR architecture and organization. In the present study, doors were mainly opened by nurses and visitors during orthopedic surgery. In cardiac surgery, anesthetists and external participants contributed to most of door openings. In the literature, most of entries/exits occurring during procedures are explained by the frequent need of supplies or social activities. However, a substantial part remains not explained, suggesting room for improvement. 4

The results confirm the findings of previous studies suggesting that door openings may affect the air sterility of the OR.15–20 Door movements are known to alter the efficacy of ventilation systems by a disruption of the positive pressures 5, and the air flow. 21 Our data suggest that controlling the movements of staff members inside the OR may be more efficient than restricting their number to prevent the air particles contamination. (Table 3 Model 2) The number of airborne particles produced per person has been estimated at $10^4$ per minute at rest and
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up to $3.10^7$ during exertion.\cite{22} Thus, a high number of static persons in the OR will consistently generate less airborne particles and bacteria than a restricted number of persons with unregulated movements.

The quantity of microorganisms cultured from the wound before closure was influenced by the cumulated movements by the team but not by the number of door openings. These results have to be taken with caution. A large number of surgical wounds (89\% in cardiac surgery) are contaminated at closure.\cite{23,24} The combination of endogenous and exogenous organisms can confound the relationship between the quantitative presence of organisms in the air and those colonizing the wound during surgery. In addition, the rather low number of wound samplings might not suffice for attaining a statistical association.

A recent meta-analysis concluded that LAF may not be efficient in reducing the risk of SSIs in total hip and knee arthroplasties, and abdominal surgery.\cite{25} After adjustment, our results showed a significant and independent increase air microbial contamination in OR with conventional airflow system in comparison to LAF. Moreover, the airborne particle concentration was consistently lower at incision in ORs with LAF vs conventional airflow and decreased faster during the procedures (Appendix Figure A2). These findings are feeding the current low quality evidence on the advantage of LAF to prevent SSI in clean surgery.

Our study has several strengths. This is the first multicenter study using motion tracking systems to precisely and continuously assess the intraoperative staff behaviors, including movements inside ORs found to be critical in the present study. The absence of a Hawthorne effect due to the presence of video camera, as compared to a period with door openings collection
(hidden to staff) but without video cameras suggests the reliability of our results. The cutaneous incision of a sterile site in cardiac and orthopedic surgeries gave the advantage to increase the potential impact of an environmental contamination on the occurrence of subsequent SSI. The high reproducibility of procedures and technique improves the generalizability of the results. Finally, the statistical method allowed adjusting the analysis with a random intercept for each intervention and each operating room and a random slope for time, preventing bias due to important confounding factors.

We acknowledge several limitations. First, the endpoints were surrogates of the environmental infectious risk and not SSI. SSI rate would have been an ideal but unreachable endpoint. Indeed obtaining a benchmarked SSI rate in these surgical units would have required a long duration of surveillance, and many confounding factors should have been collected. Second, air samples were not strictly performed in the sterile site. This bias was minimized by positioning the counters at the patient’s head, under the laminar air flow when present, and at a height above sterile drapes separating the sterile site and the anesthesia area. The impact of door openings on the positive pressure and airflow in the OR is quasi-instantaneous. The five minutes period chosen to analyze the impact of behaviors on the air particle contamination appeared as the best compromise between a period enough large to get events (e.g. door openings) and their closeness to the counts. The longer periods used for the air microbial contamination may more relate to the long term effect of intraoperative behaviors. Longitudinal modelling focused on the Log_{10} 0.3 \mu m particle and the air microbial counts. A previous study suggested that the 3 types of particle size were strongly correlated with airborne bacterial counts and likely represents a surrogate of overall air contamination during the surgical procedure. The variability and large values obtained for 0.3 \mu m particles offered the possibility to satisfy the statistical assumptions and precisely model
and assess the relationship between the traffic flow and the environmental contamination. Finally, 42% of surgical procedures were excluded from the analysis of staff movement due to non-comprehensive collection of staff positions by the motion tracking system. Moreover, due to the typical duration of cardiac procedures and the amount of time required for study-specific set-up, we only included the first scheduled cardiac procedure, which is potentially not representative of full-day behaviors.

This study highlights the importance of the intraoperative discipline of staff, suggesting that a restriction of staff movements and door openings may prevent the airborne contamination and the associated SSI risk. The awareness of surgical staff in this field may improve behaviors and quality of cares.
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Figure 1. Flow chart of procedures included in the analysis and data collected during orthopaedic and cardiac surgery.

Figure 2. Boxplots describing the variability of (A) Log$_{10}$ 0.3 μm particle counts (n= 59 procedures), (B) the frequency of door openings per hour (n= 59 procedures) and (C) cumulated movements by the team per hour (n= 34 procedures), according to the surgical specialty, the operating rooms and the type of ventilation system.

Table 1. Descriptive analysis on door openings from cutaneous incision to closure during orthopaedic and cardiac surgery.

Table 2. Results of the univariate and multivariate linear mixed models for the particles Log10 0.3 μm (n=1747 samples) and the air microbial count (n=177 samples) during the 59 included interventions.

Table 3. Results of the univariate and multivariate linear mixed models to evaluate the effect of the number of persons and staff movements on the particles Log10 0.3 μm during the 34 interventions with video data and 1072 particle counts.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Appendix Table A1. Distribution of particle counts, airborne bacteria and wound contamination at three time points during the 59 procedures with the recording of door openings only.

Appendix Table A2. Evaluation of the Hawthorne effect by the description of door openings during procedures with and without the presence of camera in the operating room.

Appendix Figure A1. Timeline of variable selected for the analysis of the relationship between behaviors and the surrogates of the infectious risk.

Appendix Figure A2. Linear regression of particle counts according to the time, by specialty and by type of ventilation system.